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The below profile is for an individual who spoke at a Netroots Nation event. Their views are their own and may not represent the view of the Netroots Nation organization or its staff, volunteers or board members. Note: Speakers cannot be contacted through Netroots Nation. Please contact the individual directly through their website, email or social media.

TIANA EPPS-JOHNSON

Tiana Epps-Johnson is the Election Administration Director at the New Organizing Institute. She manages the Voting Information Project where she works with state and local election officials to publish official voting information in a standardized format. Tiana also works on the Ballot Information Project, an effort to collaborate across the civic engagement space to create an online, open source, and comprehensive dataset of ballot information tied to political geography. Both projects aim to create the infrastructure needed to build innovative tools that lower the barriers to access of critical voting information. In her free time, she enjoys cooking (usually in accordance with a predetermined theme). Tiana holds an MSc in Politics and Communication from the London School of Economics and a BA in Political Science from Stanford University.
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Since 2006, Netroots Nation has hosted the largest annual conference for progressives, drawing thousands of attendees from around the country and beyond.
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